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Easy Cable


simplifies the assembly and disassembly of
synthetic materials





safe on any surface
dries quickly and leaves a minimum of residue
effective on all plastic components, with or
without sealing rubbers



makes it easier to pull electric cabling trough

GENERAL INFORMATION
EASY CABLE is a spray for the assembly and disassembly of any synthetic materials.
EASY CABLE makes it easier to push/pull cables through pipes.
EASY CABLE is applicable anywhere, in the electricity industry as well as for sanitary installations, HVAC,
domotics, ...
EASY CABLE is a lubricant for all types of cables.
EASY CABLE will not affect copper conductors. Even on long term the conductors will stay intact.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Melting point 		
Boiling point 		
pH value		
Physical condition
Flashpoint		
Self-ignition		
Colour			

: 0°C
: 100°C - 221°C
:8
: liquid
: 70°C
: 255°C
: transparent-white

PACKAGING
Aerosol 400ml 		
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Article number 233985000

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
- Shake well before use.
- Spray directly onto the cable or into the pipe.
- Act immediately.

APPLICATIONS
- makes it easier to push/pull cabling through pipes
- thin cables in thick bundles for domotics and telephony break easily under severe strain
- in case of coaxial cables, the central core breaks under severe strain
- in the residential and industrial construction industry, for both new and renovated properties, stiff wiring is difficult
to pull through pipes; even a draw spring occasionally poses problems
- the pre-flexible cable is easier to pull through cable ducts
- makes it easier to install rubbers in verandas & greenhouses, easy to remove on glass
- to assemble and disassemble PVC pipes, with or without rubbers, in sanitary installations
- to assemble and disassemble bicycle tyres
- makes it easier to assemble solar collectors
- to assemble oil seals
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All information, including illustrations, is believed to be reliable. Users, however, should independently evaluate the suitability of each product for their application. Novatio makes no
warranties as to the accuracy of completeness of the information, and disclaims any liability regarding its use. Novatio’s only obligations are those in the Standard terms and conditions of
Sale for this product, and in no case will Novatio be liable for any incidental, indirect or consequential damages arising from the sale, resale, use or misuse of the product.

